After having reviewed your block model for the Pike Pine Urban Village (Assignment 4), the Pike/Pine Urban Neighborhood Council (PPUNC) has assigned you the task of producing a more detailed three dimensional model for your blocks (any one) within the neighborhood.

The committee would determine the merits of your work based on the overall photorealistic effect of the model.

Present your work in two, 11X17 sheets (include title bar showing key map, etc) showing the following:

1) bird’s eye view of your detailed model as part of the block model of neighborhood
2) three views of your blocks: a) eye level perspective from one direction; b) bird’s eye view from another & c) any building elevations not clearly visible in the two perspective views.

Homework

Before reporting to class on Mon, May 18 you should have revisited your blocks and taken pictures of all elevations of buildings in your (selected) block.